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Amy Swann, KIDS COUNT Coordinator for Kentucky Youth Advocates KYA is a non-partisan, non-profit, children's advocacy organization and we work on a wide variety of children’s issues, including health and education. We use strategies ranging from lobbying and administrative negotiations to coalition building and public education in order to bring about changes needed to improve the well-being of Kentucky’s children.Probably our best known public education effort is the KIDS COUNT project, for which we produce an annual book containing county-level data – I brought everyone a copy of the 2011 book today (which focuses on child health), and we will be notifying everyone by email when the 2012 book is released – which will focus on education.



What is KIDS COUNT? 

“What gets measured, gets 
changed.” 
 
 
Data-driven advocacy → 
Data-based decision- making 
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The KIDS COUNT project is based on the maxim that “what gets measured, gets changed”, and exists to enable data-driven advocacy and data-based decision making. In keeping with that, the focus of today’s event is finding out what the data says about the state of child health and education in Madison County – learning from what has (or has not) worked in order to move the needle in the right direction for Kentucky’s kids. 



Child poverty 
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Growing up in poverty is one of the greatest threats to healthy child development. Poverty and financial stress can impede children’s cognitive development and their ability to learn. It can contribute to behavioral/ social/ emotional problems and poor health. A decade ago, MORE THAN 1 in every 5 Kentucky children lived in poverty, now it is MORE THAN one in every four. And when you include low-income children (living below 200% of the federal poverty level), it jumps to 49% or nearly 1 in every 2 children. There are 17,850 children under age 18 in Madison County. This is a large enough population that single-year child poverty data on an annual basis. In 2010, Madison County had a child poverty rate of 28% -- higher than the state’s rate. The median income for families in Madison County is $55,000 – meaning half of all families are below this amount and half are above it.



1 in 3 under age 5 
live in poverty 

1 in 4 ages 5 - 17  
live in poverty 
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The risks posed by economic hardship are greatest among children who experience poverty when they are young.When we look at child poverty by age group in KY, we see that young children are hit even harder; 32% of KY children under age 5 are in poverty, and 24% of children ages 5-17 are. For Madison Co. the percentages are 30% and 26% respectively.



Health 



Smoking during pregnancy 

Low Birthweight 
 

Sudden Infant 
Death 

Syndrome 
 

Preterm Births 
 

Infant Mortality 

21% 
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Kentucky remains in the unenviable position  of having the highest rate of mothers smoking during pregnancy – with 24% of births occurring to mothers who smoked at some point during pregnancy. Madison County’s rate is slightly lower, at 21%, but it is still far too high given the dire consequences of smoking during pregnancy. A smoke-free ordinance went into effect in Madison Co. in June 2007 making workplaces and enclosed public places 100% smoke-free. Preliminary data show Madison County’s smoking during pregnancy rate has decreased by 2 percentage points since the ordinance took effect, but we need a few more years of data to establish a trend.KYA is advocating for a statewide smoke-free law so that ALL employees in KY are free from second-hand smoke regardless of the zip code they work in.The U.S. Surgeon General has found a causal relationship between cigarette smoke and SEE LIST IN CHART. Cigarette smoking by a mother during pregnancy is actually the single most important known cause of low birthweight. The good news is that if a woman stops smoking at any point in her pregnancy, even during the third trimester, the baby’s health can improve.  Which is why tobacco cessation programs are so important, not only for pregnant women, but for all females of child-bearing age.Kentucky rates of low-weight births have remained persistently high AND have been gradually increasing over the years to the point where now nearly 1 of every 10 births in Kentucky is a low-weight birth; Madison County’s rates have also been slowly creeping up in recent  years with a full 10% births in 2009 being LBW.	



Adequate prenatal care 

Kentucky 

Madison County 
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Prenatal care is vital not only for checking on the health of the mother and baby throughout pregnancy, but is also key for providing patient education and counseling. Unfortunately, the percent of pregnant women receiving adequate prenatal care has been declining both for Kentucky and Madison County. Adequacy is defined as starting prenatal care within the first 13 weeks of pregnancy and receiving at least 10 prenatal visits.Madison County’s rate of 58% in 2009 is lower than the statewide rate of 64%. You can’t help but wonder if Madison County’s rates on smoking during pregnancy, low-weight births, and preterm births would look very different if more than just 58% of pregnant women were to receive adequate prenatal care.Mentioning preterm births, I have to say that preterm births are slightly more prevalent than LBW in Kentucky but are a contributor to low-weight births and have their own set of potential consequences to an infant’s health. I know it sounds crazy, but there is an increasing issue in KY with doctors and patients picking a delivery date, sometimes to accommodate a doctor’s vacation schedule, instead of letting nature take it’s course. For those who serve pregnant women I highly encourage you to watch the KET documentary “Born Too Soon” on the KET website, which delves into the causes and consequences of preterm births and how some hospitals are educating doctors and patients about the importance of going full-term before delivery. 



Breastfeeding 
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Breastfeeding offers both moms and infants better health outcomes. Research demonstrates babies have better protection against Sudden Infant Death Syndrome, asthma, diabetes, ear infections, allergies, respiratory infections and even obesity later in life. And for Mom, there is decreased risk for breast cancer, ovarian cancer, heart disease and postpartum depression. Breastfeeding rates for Kentucky have been among the lowest in the nation, but Kentucky is making great strides in the percent of babies being breastfed at least once before their hospital discharge, increasing from 48% in 2004, up to 56% in 2009.Madison County’s rate has also increased, from 55% in 2004 to 62% in 2009, and I expect we’ll see continued progress when newer data is released due to the county’s birthing hospitals participation in the Kangaroo Care initiative, a project of the Kentucky Women, Infants and Children Program (WIC) and the University of Louisville Hospital Center for Women and Infants. Kangaroo Care promotes skin-to-skin contact with the mother and baby in the hours immediately after birth and throughout the hospital stay to encourage and promote breastfeeding and bonding. UofL and WIC have now trained ALL of Kentucky’s birthing hospitals on how to use the Kangaroo Care toolkit they developed and how to accurately report breastfeeding data so any improvements are reflected.



Teen births 

Rate per 1,000 females ages 15-19 
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The nation and state have experienced a fairly steady downward trend for decades when it comes to teen birth rates. You can see that Madison County’s rates have also been gradually declining in the past decade except for a jump in 2008. Fortunately, the preliminary 2009 data shows the rate moving downward again.Looking at 2009 data (because that’s the latest published by the state vital stats office), we see that Madison County’s teen birth rate of 32 births per 1,000 females ages 15-19 is lower than the state’s rate of 49. Madison County can further its progress is lowering teen births by focusing on teens who already mothers, because 18% of teen births  in 2009 were to teenage females who already had at least one child. While on the topic of teen sexual activity, there is some new data on KY just released from the Youth Risk Behavior Survey. The data shows that in 2011, 52% of KY high school students had had sexual intercourse, but 49% did not use a condom and 74% did not use birth control pills, rings, implants, etc. Unfortunately, the YRBS is only conducted every 4 years and data is not published at the county level.



Health coverage for kids 
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We all know that having access to health care is critical for prevention and early diagnosis of health problems, and that a primary care provider (or medical home) is the ideal avenue for receiving care – not the ER, which is where many uninsured must go for care. According to new data released last week by the Census Bureau, 5.8 percent of children in Kentucky had no health coverage in 2010-2011, down from 8.7 percent in 2000-2001.We have significantly improved on ensuring children eligible for Medicaid or KCHIP are enrolled in those programs.  The mandatory face-to-face interview for application was removed and applications can now be mailed in by parents. And changes to the budget made it possible for the state to stop charging a monthly premium to families above a certain income level– which significantly improved retention.From 2000 to 2010 Madison County’s Medicaid enrollment of children grew by 72%, and KCHIP by 75%. This growth outpaces that of the state as a whole – from 2000 to 2010 Kentucky experienced growth of 52% in child Medicaid enrollments, and 45% in KCHIP.We know that some of these increases are due to the push over the past 3 years to enroll all eligible children, however there are likely also more children eligible in recent years due to the lingering effects of the recession.



Children in Medicaid and KCHIP 
receiving dental services 

 
 
 

 
 
 

44% in 2001 

61% in 2010 
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We also see that Madison County and the state as a whole have improved on the percent of children who have health insurance through those programs that are receiving dental services – from 44% in 2001 to 61% in 2010 for Madison County.  However, this means that 39% of children in the county with public health coverage STILL aren’t receiving ANY dental services. An estimated 1 out of every 3 children in our state suffer from problems like cavities and bleeding gums. And we know that a kid in pain is not going to be focused in school.In response to this, some communities have formed collaborations between schools of dentistry, health departments, and school districts, to provide on-site dental services for students at their schools.  We know that many areas of KY have a paucity of licensed dentists, and that not all dentists will accept KCHIP/Medicaid or perform pediatric dentistry. Madison County has 31 licensed dentists, but at least 40 providers billed Medicaid/KCHIP for providing dental services to children – meaning the county is using some non-dentists for pediatric dental services.In an effort to build upon previous dental health efforts and to further improve dental health care for all Kentuckians, KYA and other stakeholders have recently revitalized the statewide Oral Health Coalition, which will create systems-level policy change and promote evidence-based practices to improve the oral health of Kentuckians of all ages.



Early childhood obesity  
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Childhood obesity is another important measure of how children are faring in KY and we know that KY is experiencing a childhood obesity epidemic.  At 37%, KY has the 3rd highest rate in the nation of obese/overweight children ages 10-17.  And that new YRBS data from 2011 tells us that 16% of KY high school students are obese.KY clearly faces a great challenge in dealing with child obesity, but the only consistent data we have at the county-level for all KY counties is information on children ages 2-4 participating in the WIC program (which is what you see mapped).  In 2010, 16% of those children were obese statewide, with some counties having more than one in every five already experiencing obesity. Madison County also had 16%. This data set is admittedly very narrow, only capturing children from low-income families eligible for and participating in WIC and among those children only those ages 2-4, but it is still chilling, because we know that children who are obese in their preschool years are more likely to be obese in adolescence and adulthood.We need local data on the obesity prevalence of school-aged children in order to effectively target and solve this epidemic. While KYA and partners have not yet succeeded in securing a statewide Body Mass Index surveillance system through legislative change, the KY Board of Education has approved adding BMI measurement to the physical exam form required for incoming Kindergartners and 6th graders, so we will be monitoring the use of the new form and any resulting aggregated data.



Physical activity 
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One way Kentucky can reduce childhood obesity is to provide more opportunities for physical fitness. The 2011 YRBS data shows that among KY high school students, 21% are not getting an hour of physical activity on any given day; 65% are not attending a PE class on any given week; and 32% are watching 3 or more hours of TV per school day.Shared-use is one way for Kentucky communities to increase access to recreational facilities. Shared-use can be a formal agreement between two entities, typically a school and another agency such as a city government or a YMCA, to share school facilities during non-school hours or it can be an informal agreement between a school and it’s community members so they can use the facilities to exercise. Shared-use allows spaces such as gymnasiums, tracks, cafeterias, and athletic fields to be used for recreation by community members of all ages. Sharing facilities allows agencies to share costs, resources and increase physical activity opportunities for community members, and is promoted nationally as a way to reduce obesity by increasing the availability of physical activity options.KYA recently released on report on shared-use agreements across the state and based on the survey Madison County Public Schools completed, they do not have such an agreement in place. We hope that the passage of Senate Bill 110 during the 2012 General Assembly motivates more districts to engage in shared use, because it further clarifies for schools that they are protected from liability if someone is hurt on school property through a shared use agreement.



Education 
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While Berea Independent’s enrollment size is one-tenth the size of the county district, the racial make-up of the student bodies are very similar. Both have White students comprising more than 87% of the student body and between 4% to 5% African American students.



Free/Reduced Price Meals Eligibility 
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A proxy for the amount of poor and low-income students in public schools.Just received FY 2012 data:KY: 56%Berea Ind. schools: 59%Madison schools: 54%



Subject Proficiency, SY 2010-2011  
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Data represents those scoring at proficient level or higherPoint out axis only goes up to 80%, not 100% -- so the scores aren’t as good as they look on the charts.You can see that for reading AND math, and for KY AND both local school districts, there are significant disparities present in scores for all tested children versus those who are low-income and those who have a disability.Research has underscored the importance of reading proficiency by end of third grade – because up through third grade students are learning how to read, but after third grade they need to be proficient readers in order to learn all their other subjects.



High School Graduation Rates 
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The new Average Freshman Graduation Rate better captures students graduating on time.



College Success 
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Fall 2010, Percent of students entering with academic needsKY: 49.9%Madison Co.: 43.9%6-year college graduation rate (calculated Spring 2010)KY: 48.7%Madison County: 49.7%



http://datacenter.kidscount.org/ky  

 One-stop shop for county, state, and national 
data on children and families 

 Rank by values 

 Generate customized maps and graphs 

 Feature automatically updated maps and graphs 
on your website or blog  

 Mobile site at mobile.kidscount.org  
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We’ve looked at just a very small amount of the data KYA collects on KY’s children. To view the approximately 100 data points we collect and track, please visit the online Data Center, which has many great features and tools for users.The blue pamphlet you received discusses those features and has our direct web link stickered on it.

http://datacenter.kidscount.org/ky�
http://mobile.kidscount.org/�


Engaging in Child Advocacy 

/KentuckyYouthAdvocates 

www.kykidsinfocus.org 

@KYYouth 

www.kyyouth.org 

Call or meet with your legislators about children’s issues 

Write a letter to the editor or op-ed about children’s issues 

Find more data on your county’s children 
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There are many ways to stay up to date on the work Kentucky Youth is doing on behalf of children. We have a Facebook page, twitter account, blog, and of course website. The easiest way to stay informed is to join our listserv which only sends out emails once a week most of the time.



Get Involved 

Bring a group to Children’s Advocacy Day at 
the Capitol on February 7, 2013 

Become a Blueprint for Kentucky’s Children 
Coalition partner at www.blueprintky.org   

Attend the rally in Danville on October 10 
before the VP debate at Centre College 
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The Blueprint for Kentucky’s Children is in response to a challenge from legislators to present them a concise agenda each year on children’s issues. It is a unified policy agenda promoted by a coalition of nonprofit, private, and public organizations across the state. The Blueprint initiative is a comprehensive multi-year plan to improve child well-being in Kentucky with a limited number of items on the agenda each year. Each item on the agenda has an identified policy solution (many legislative). The goals are Safe and Healthy Families; A Fair Opportunity for Every Child; and A Fair Deal for Working Parents. KYA is the organizer but there are numerous member partners (70 members strong last year) and a steering committee. In advance of the only debate for the VP candidates, taking place at Centre College, KYA and partners are organizing a non-partisan rally to show the candidates that Kentuckians want children to be a priority in their campaigns and more importantly in the work they promise to deliver if elected. It will be on the courthouse lawn on Oct. 10th, at the corner of Main Street and Fourth Street starting at 1:00pm. Participants can pick up a free t-shirt and register starting at 11:30am.Going on 9 years now KYA has organized Children’s Advocacy Day at the Capital – where hundreds of child advocates from across the Commonwealth gather to remind legislators to make children a priority and to ask themselves with every decision they face one simple question: “Is it good for kids?”. After a morning rally attendees are encouraged to attend a committee meeting and/or to meet with their representatives and tell them what you, as a constituent, would like to see them do for children. We encourage advocates to bring youth with them because it’s important for youth to be heard in Frankfort even though they can’t vote, and it’s a great lesson in government, civics, and advocacy. 



  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Thank you! 

Amy Swann 
KIDS COUNT Coordinator 
502.895.8167 x115 
aswann@kyyouth.org 
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